CMPS 1023 - WEB DESIGN - PROJECT DESCRIPTION

Design and implement a web site for a “client” as in your proposal. The web site must contain at least 15 pages on at least 3 levels of the hierarchical structure.

You will be graded on the use of all the features that we have covered in the class so you should use as many features as possible (see below for a review). You will also be graded on the look and ease of use. The material covered in lecture will also be used to grade your website. Grading will also be based on how your site compares to others in the class.

Lab Schedule:
October 27: Work on website; upload website
November 3: Peer Evaluations
November 10: Lab Exam: Peer Evaluations
November 17: Upload final version
November 24: Thanksgiving Break
December 1: No Lab Meeting

Web Features Required
Different types/styles of pages
Different Fonts, Colors, Sizes, Alignments
Page Headers
Navigation Bars
Hyperlinks - absolute and relative
Images (clip art & photos)
  Faded, different sizes, rotated, mouse over, alignment + text beside
  One cropped image (show both versions), hyperlink image
Mouse over text & image
Shared border
  Date as “last updated”
Theme
Layer
Table
Bulleted or numbered list
Button with link
Any others that you can work in